Glossaries

Glossary of Tec1tnical [Phonetic/Phonogramic] Tenns, including Neologia
b. words beginning with the letter 'd'.
de-cumulation • ['decumulation'; 'meta-subtraction']: ontological dis-accumulation. Term for an aspect of
the effect of the annihilative operation upon/multiplication of Q-interpreted ontological
categories/ «arithmob) of 'negative valence' upon the cumula of Q-interpreted ontological
categories/"aritllmob) of 'positive valence', and, vice versa, symmetrically, the effect of the annihilative
operation upon/multiplication of Q-interpreted ontological categories/ ,<arWrmoi» of 'positive valence' upon
the cumula of Q-interpreted ontological categories/ ,<arithmoi») of 'negative valence!, in the models

constructible using the zQ language/'epoch' of the dialectic of the Q dialectical ideography, especially under
the 'meta~genealogicalevolute product rule' of Q.
de-evolution. ['de-evolute-tion']: reversed evolution, or reversed 'meta-evolutio1l'. Term for an aspect of
the effect of the annihilative operation upon/multiplication of Q-interpreted ontological
categories! «arithmoi» of 'negative valence' upon the cumula of Q-interpreted ontological
catc!lories/ «arithmoi») of 'positive valence', and, vice versa, symmetrically, the effect of the annihilative
operation upon/multiplication of Q-interpreted ontological categories! «urithmoi» of 'positive valence' upon
the cumula of Q-interpreted ontological categories! «arithmoi» of 'negative valence', in the models
constructible using the zQ language/'epoc1I' of the dialectic of the Q dialectical ideography, especially under
the 'meta-genealogical evolute product rule' of Q.
de-generation • ['de-genera-ation'): loss of genera. Annihilation-extinction of a (,gellOS)) ['(.ge1lOs»-cide'J,
or of more than one «genos». Term for an aspect of the effect of the annihilative operation
upon/multiplication of Q-interpreted ontological categories/ «arithmoi» of 'negative valence' upon the
cumula of Q-interpreted ontological categories! «arithmoi) of 'positive valence', and, vice versa,
symmetrically, the effect of the annihilative operation upon/multiplication of Q-interpreted ontological
categories/ «arithmob) of 'pOSitive valence' upon the cumula of Q-interpreted ontological

categories! ~(arithmoi» of 'negative valence', in the models constructible using the zQ language/'epoch' of the
dialectic of the Q. dialectical ideography, especially under the 'meta-getlealogical evolute product rule' of Q.
densification. ['self-densification']: critical aspect of the processes of 'reproductively accumulating' or
expandedly self-reproducing local populations of «mo1lads» -- processes which we term 'self-environment'
and 'self-surroundment' -- and by which such populations of physical ,.monads», or «arithmoi aisthetoi»,
typically manifest the prelude to their 'meta-finite', 'meta-fractal', 'meta-dynamical' and 'meta-evolutionary',
via-'self-subsumptio1l', or via-'self-itlternalizatiotl', 'meta-monadization' of those populations -- their
"'primitive accumulation"' of a new, successor ontological category, or 'onto', whose 'meta-«monads»', or
'meta-units', are, in general, each made up out of a heterogeneous multipllcity of their pTedecessor «monads»,
or units. Thus, a molecule as ontological unit, or «monad», is 'meta-monadic' to an atom, each typical
molecule being made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of atoms. An atom as ontological urlit, is, in
turn, 'meta-monadic' to a sub-atomic particle, each typical atom being made up out of a heterogeneous
multiplicity of sub-atomic particles. A prokaryotic cell as antic unit, is, in tum, 'meta-monadic' to a molecule,
each prokaryotiC cell being made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of molecules.
density • the measured '"com;enuation''' of «m<mud):... in physical three-space, e.g., the population-count of the «monmL~... of a given 'onto-type'
within a definite region of physical three-space. or the 'onto-mass' of the «monads ... of a given 'onto-type' within that region of thre"'~~l'acc, ilividl,.'<1 by

, , a;,

a measure of the three-dimensional volume of that region [by standard "M, 'metrical tlUIJlifier' assignment, densities are qlwntilics Ipwlifi'.J by Plio / ~[ ••

determinateness. ll'thought-concreteness lll ; the richness of the multiplicity characteristics and predicates
'explicitized' as having been made manifest as the unified "'illtension"'j"'connotations'" of a given concept.
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de-Parmenideanlzed • 're-Dyttamizetf; reconcept-ualized to rcveal/,explicitize' inbinsic dynamicity.
diachronic. the temporal dimension/direction; the direction of change-in-general. The domain of
differences observed by an observor, occupying an unchanging position in physical space, as time advances.
diachronic complement. the other of the 'synchronic comple17lenf. The contrasting, complementing /
supplementing, opposing, and [temporarily/locally] completing next or successor system / ontological
category to any given, predecessor system / predecessor ontological category, in a 'qualo-Peanic' diachronic
'17Ieta-~Jlstem' categorial self-progression / systems-self-progression archeonic conseeuum-cumulum.
diactic eventitv • an 'eventity' characterized by 'intra-duality', 'self-duality', 'immanent contradiction', or
'diacticity', that is, by 'existential self-incompatibility' or 'self-changing-ness' [«auto-kinesis»].
diactlcitv • the quality, condition, nature, or essence of a diactic [evlelltity. The 'inter-mutually opposing'
mutually contrary 'bi-consequentiality' of a single cause or causal activity -- of the temporal/material
implications of the 'essence-ial' fself-ladivity of any given "'self-refl£.xive'''/'sclf-refl!!xive' [meta-]system or
'dialectical eventity' which is characterized by 'indivi[sible-]duality, 'intra-duality' / 'self-duality', or by
'existential/ontological self-contradiction', e.g., a star, a planetary biosphere, a human society, a human body,
whose [sel!-]aclivify "univocally· impends self-!£-production / self-sustainment / temporal self-prolongation /
self·extension / self-continuation/ self-organization / seif-ascendance in the shorter-term, but self-!y!'!!-reproduction
/ self-dis-organization / self-dissolution / self-!£-organization /self·revolution / self-transcendence later on. Each
star, each stellar self-formation of pre-human/extra-human Nature, for example, can be comprehended as a
self-development of the 'intra-duality' of self-gravitational self-implosion and thermonuclear self-explosion.
A star, to 'temporally extend itselr, to reproduce itself from moment to moment
to go on shining, and to
avert self-gravitational self-implosion/self-collapse -- must continue to consume the fusion fuels at its core.
Yet, each moment of that self-consumption moves the star closer to the moment when its current core fusion
fuel will be completely converted into higher atomic species by that atomic fusion process, which temporarily
sustains the star's existence as such, as a star. When that moment of complete core conversion arrives, the
star's self-gravitational self-implosion will resume - a self-process which ultimately brings the existence of
the star, as existential process or stellar eventity, to an end - which eventuates in the self-dissolution of the
star. But it does so in ways which add to the accumulation of higher atomic species in the interstellar
medium that eventually give rise to planet-formation, and thus to new epochs/scales of The Dialectic Of
Nature - of 'cosmological meta-evolution'. Marx wriles as follows, in the Grulldrisse. about the 'diacticitv' of
early pre-capitalist human social formations: "The object of all these communities is preservation, i.e., the
production of the individuals which constitute them as proprietors, i.e., in the same objective mode of existence, which
also forms the relationship of the members to each other, and therefore forms the community itself. But this reproductioll
is at the same time necessarily new production and the destruction 01 the old form . .. The act of reproduction itself
changes not only the objective conditions - e.g., lransforming village into town, the wilderness into agricultural
clearings, etc., - but the producers change with it, by the emergence of new qualities, by transforming and developing
themselves in production, forming new powers and new conceptions, new modes of intercourse, new needs, and new
speech.. .In the last instance the community and the property resting upon it can be reduced to a specific slage in the
development of the forces of production of the labouring subjects - to which correspond specific relations of these
subjects with each other and with nature. Up to a certain point, reproduction, Thereafter, it turns inlo dirsolution . ..•
n
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diactics. alternative name for dialectics which, per F.£..Q.., emphasizes, in particular, the lintra-duality' or
'self-duality' of every '"self-refl~xive'" / 'seIf-ren!!xivc eve"tity', whose aspect as a subject or agent, acting
upon its own other aspect, its aspect as an 'obiect', or redpient of action, changes itself in a process anciently
known, in the Occident, to Plato and others, as «(tHito-kinesis» -- "'self-change'" -- or, in the Orient, as «kanlla»,
so that each such 'diadic eventity' or 'dialectical evcntityt is 'se1(-iPlconrpatible' -- incapable of stasis -- or
inherently characterized by 'dy"amasis', such that the cause of the [self-]force which moves that 'evelltity' out
of its every present '[meta-lstate', into its next-present '[meta-]state', is the very [self-lforce generated by its
being [becoming] [in] that 'lmeta·]state' in the first place. The ensemble of this 'diacticity' is thus the cause of
"time, which is therefore not some abstract, ideal clock, ticking somewhere outside the universe, bu t is, on the
contrary, the immanent pulse or rhythm of the universal dialectic itself; of uPliversal ...auto-cum-allo-kinesisll>.
Di",lutind ldiograp#ty
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diagonal •

!i~ontributitm

to I.1lI! !mllUVtent{;.ritiqw QJ 4rithmeHc.l.

[hyper-diagonal; meta-diagonal]: The direction of the directed line-segment representing the

- an ED "2n' for any n in H, relative to the mutually-perpendicular directions of the directed
line segments representing the dialectors an and a2n' The direction taken by t(aufheben~/'elJolute'ontological
dialector ~t2

'cumulation' in the analytical-geometrical 'ideo-phenomenology' of the Q dialectical arithmetic under its
'evolute' product rules, the '«au(hebenH evolute product rule', the 'meta-genealogical elJolute product rule', etc.
dlagonality. Ihyper-diagonality; meta-diagonalityj: the analytical-geomeLrical character of «au(hebenlt or
'evolute' ontological'cutnulation' in the 'ideo-phenomenology' of the Q dialectical arithmetic under its 'evolute'
product rules, the '«auO,ebell» evolute product rule', the 'meta-genealogical evolute product rule', etc. The
term 'diagonality' describes character or quality of the directionality of all dialectors /'dialector cumula' in
the 'self-iteration self-progression' Q. -

«gill, for all values of't other than O.
A
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diagonalization • [hyper-diagonalization; meta-diagonalization]: the method of analytical-geometrical
modeling or expression of «aIlO,ebem} or 'evolute' 'ontology-accumulation' in the 'ideo-phenomenology' of the
.Q dialectical arithmetic under its 'evolute' product rules.
[the] dialectic. the generic meta-pattern of all 'qualo-Peanic arcmonic conseCWl/ cumula', that is, of
'"ca tegorial [se1f-]progression"', or of 'systems [self-Jprogression', captured by the rules-system of the g
dialectical ideography in particular, and, in general, at increasingly levels of complexity, as well as of
'''thought-concreteness''', or determinateness, by every category/system in the 'qualo-Pennic archeonic
consecuum/cumulum', that is, in the 'ncategorial [self-]progression''', and 'systems lself-]progression', which
constitutes the dialectic of tire dialectical ideograpllies, expressed 'formulaically' by

4It •"

dialectical eventity • an 'eventity' whose "'_karma ...'" [(self-]action] or "'sel(.activiW" - i.e., whose internal,
immanent, 'self-refl~ive', 'self·reflwdve' 'existential self-incompatibility' - renders it a "'self-changing''' or
'auto-kinesic' "'process-entity'" or "'pnx:e-<is-object''', and one whoSe 'self-vrogression' instantiates, or is a
species of, the generic pattern of a 'qualo-Peattic', 'meta-fillite', 'meta-fractal', 'meta-monadic', 4Caufheben,.'evolute' 'consecuum-cumulum'.
Dlafectlcal/deoqraphy

•

this work [Sub-Tid....: A CQ7Iln"UuliQn 10 The Im"ul1Ient Critique Of A~ith"'dic.l.

dialectical ideography • any ideography which embodies, mimes, or homeomorphically captures some
definHion of the dialectic or of dialectical process.
Anyone of the specific rule-based ldesigller languages' ["artificial languages"; "symbolic systems"] sct forth in
this work, expressed, primarily, via 'characters ', or 'phono-mnemonic ideograms', as an "'arithmetic''',
'''algebra''', "'calculus'''/'''analysislll , and, also, via diagrams, "graphs", and [otherj'pictograms', as a 'geometry',
and, in general, as a "'character-istic'" or "'dialectical'" [and trans-Leibnizian] «characteristica ulliversalis»,
and which is used to capture and express especially 'idea-models' of the self-reflexive, self-reOuxive
moment[a] of the 'ideo-meta-dynamics' or 'ideo-onto-dynatnases', of 'intcrnal-objective' or 'psycho-historical'
[subjective] "'idea-objects'" or thought-processes, or thought-/mental-eventities, as well as 'idea-models' of
'extemal~bjective'"natural" eventities in general, and of their 'plzysio-ollto-dy"amases'. Generic characteristic
formula:
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dialectical axlomatlcs, or [dialectical) meta-axiomatics [vs. Platonic axiomaticsl • a dialectical strategy
encompassing deductive axiomatization in which the axioms or premises, the rules of inference, and the
primitive terms, of a rules-system are adopted, not as absolute and unaccountable, but provisionally, such
that the consequences derived from them are iteratively fed back upon, or "'refluxed'" upon, those very
premises and "primitives", validating them, invalidating them, or, more commonly, modifying/amending
them to expand the always imperfect and partial coherence, self-consistency, completeness, and scope of said
system, in a kind of 'Newton-Raphson Method' for continually improving/expanding/evolving said
axiomatic system as an ever-approximation to the unarrivable asymptote of axiomatic
"perfection" /stasisretemal equilibrium" /'fixed-point-ality'. If we denote, by ,Ao, the ontology - the
ontological commitments -- of the Oth, or initial, "guess" at the "perfect" Axioms for some axiomatic system,
then the 'imnumenl-critique-' or 'self-critique-driven' 'meta-evolution' of this axioms-meta-system, via the
encounter with and the overcoming of a succession of intcmal, immanent ~insolubilia" - unsolvable
equations, and undecidable propositions asserting their unsolvability -- i.e., 'syntacticD-swumtic discrepancies'
or 'synlax-exceeding-semanlics lacunae', and instantiating a 'GDdelian Dialectic' [which we also term a
'Godelian ldeo-Meta-Dynamic'}, may be 'meta-modeled', with A."A'l' as a "'conseroative extention'" of ..A,.:

-

-

dialectical [self-lcontradiction • the '''interna''', "'inherent", 'essence-ial', 'existentiaf or 'ontologlcar
{self-]contradiction, or subject/object 'self-duality, of a system which generates, powers, or 'dynamizes' that
system's 'self-meta-evolution'; its 'meta-dynamic', i.e., its 'meta-system', that is, its diachronic, 'qualo-Peanic',
«aufheben»·'evolute', 'meta-fracta' progression, or consecuum-cumulum, of successor systems, as distinct
If
denotes a system-category, system-kind, ontological
from 'propositional [self-]contradiction'.
category, system-population of monads, or 'system-onto' generically, then Dialecticalldeoqraphy asserts its
self-relation of dialectical contradiction by
#
Self-change - the system/'eventity' in its aspect as
subject, acting upon itscU as object, through its aspect as a specific, characteristic, system-'essence-ial' verb-"'contradicts'" that system's capadty for stasis, is incompatible with that system's remaining in the same
[meta-]state. This 'existential self-incompatibility', or, in other words, this '"self_refl!.xive"', 'self-reO!!xive',
"'self-activity"', as "'«auto-kinesis» "', is the root meaning of 'dialectical contradiction', 'seU-contradiction',
'intenJal contradiction', 'immanent contradiction', or 'sel{-contra-kinesis'.

A
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[the] dialectical function. a function which applies an \lauOlebetl,,-operation to its operand.
dialectical negation. the system of rules regarding "'what follows [from] what'" that captures dialectics.
dialectical negation. (Iall(heben»-ncgation, or '[self-]intemalization'/'[self-]subsumption', whether (1)
induced internally, by the 'self-intemalizing' and thus 'self-meta-monadizing' population of "units", Le., by a
[local] «aritJunos») of «monads»), itself. operating endogenously upon/within itself, as the '"subject''' or
'"agent''' of that auto-((auO,eben» process, or whether (2) induced externally, by mother population of "units",
Le., by an ontologically-different [local] «aritlrmos» of «monads», operating exogenously upon the operand
population of "units", or «arithmos» of «monads», as the "'subject'" or "'agent'" of that allo-«au(heben»
process, so that the operand «arithmoSlt of «monads» is thereby being induced to undergo
'internalization'/'subsumption' to/by that other, operator, or «arithmos» of «monads».
[the] dialectic of [thel dialectic. 'dialectic squared' or 'dialedic of the second degree'. 'Dialedics' qua the
name for the 'meta-patterns' of 'meta-evolutiotlary' change -- 'meta·patterns' which can be abstracted, by
'psycho-historical' or hllman[oid]-epoch subjects, from the empirical co"tent of the concrete movement of
'univetse'/'totality'/Nature/Natur[e-]al History as these subjects have experienced it to-date, via its causa
cognoscendi -- does indeed itselfhave a history. Likewise, 'dialectical logic', as the name for the ongoing, everdeveloping,
indefinitely-progressing,.
human
[re- ]cognition,
ronctptualiZlltion/ comprehension,
and
codification/linguistic representation of those 'meta-patterns' of 'categorial followership' or 'systems
followership'; of 'meta-evolutionary change' to-date, 'following' and attempting to 'keep up with' their
empirical manifestation, must deddedly also have a history.
DUzlutimllJeogr.:lphy
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Thus, there is indeed a 'dialectic of dialectic', both as a 'meta-evolution' of the very system of 'meta-patterns'
of 'meta-evolutionary' change themselves, as extant in universal natural history, and as a 'meta-evolutiorr' of
the human[oid] cognition and representation of those 'meta-patterns':
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Thus 'dialectics', meaning either (L) the 'in situ' modes of concrete change, or (U.) the human[oid] formulation
thereof, is subject to its own self-activity, its own self-reflexion and seU-refluxion, and so to 'self-change' as a
consequence of these self-re-flexive/self-re-fluxive 'self-forces'. Thus, also, 'dialectics', in the latter sense of
human linguistic formulation, is subject to change due to 'mere flexion' or 'aUo-fluxion' as well. I.e., the
reception, by communities of human[oid] subjects, of information regarding 'ontological news' of new,
emergent phenomena and 'meta-patterns' of 'meta-dynamical' change in their own midst, or anywhere in the
universe, can, should, and indeed does tend to induce [quanto-]qualitative changes/refinements in the
human[oid] formulation of urriversal dialectics.
Ethe] dialectical operation. the tcaufheben»-operation. [E.g., the 'physio-operations' and 'ideo-<lperations'
of 'self-internalization', of 'self-subsumption', of 'self-subscriptization' in the 'meta-numeraf neo-ideogram
formation processes of the 'meta-system-atic dialectic' of the systems-self-progression of the dialectical
arithmetics, of the resulting 'meta-fradal-ization' -- of new, 'meta-[ractaf scale/level formation - and of the
'meta-monadizations' in the 'physi~ontologiCJlr and 'ideo-ontological' 'Meta-Monadologies' of both the historiCJlI,
'physio-dialectics' and the ['psycho-historicaf] 'ideo-dialectics' of Nature [including llUmanfoid] Nature], not
to mention the 'evolute' product-rules of the Q arithmetic, which define each Q 'meta-numeraf as an
«aulheben» operator].
dialectical operations stage of humanEoidl cognitive development. that
stage
in
the
cOgnitive
development of an illdividual human[oid] when the categorial rigidity of either/or, "black-<lr-white"
{(dia"oia», or 'dianoesis' -- the "formal operations", 'dianoetic' thought-processes of "The Understanding" or
of «verstand» reasoning
are «aufbeben»-transcended. The stage of cognitive development initiated by the
internal/self-identity self-revolution of the emergence of capacity to exercise the «dialektike.> thoughttechnology/«org-anom); the higher, «vernuft» processes of dialectical rcaso". Also, that stage in the
development of the collective-humanloidJ 'Phenome' when a critical mass of the human[oid] individuals consh'tuent
in the human[oid] population of a given planetary civilization contemporaneously enter the dialectical operations
stage of their personal development -- the process whose 'quanta-quality' largely determines the outcome of the
'meta-Darwinian'/Phenomic' 'Planetary Selection 1'est' for that global civilization, or 'planetized humanity',
and for its' noosphere-biasphere'.
n

dialectical operator • an operator which applies an tcauflreben»-operation to its operand.
dialectical set theory. the theory of 'auto-dynamical' 'ideo-«arithmoi»', or tlarithmoi eidetikoillJ, made up
out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of 'ideo-«monads»', or «eidellJ-[as-]units - «£6eQ»-units, concept[s-as-]units,
or 'categ-ories as ideo-ontological units', which may be useful to model/represent ideas about the dynamics
and 'meta-dynamics' of 'physio-units/-objects' in the extemal-/physical-objective world, and one which
recognizes the 'auto-dynamism', or 'ideo-onlo-auto-kinesis', of the set of all sets, whose «arcltellJ is the
finitary "'univers[e]{al] set'" as the 'set of all [co"srrllctiblel objects', 'set of all logical {(monads»', 'set of all
units', or 'set of all logical individuals' that are 'co"struded' to form the given universe of discourse, as the
dialectic of the set, also recognizing the set of all sets as ti,e fundamental idea-object of set theory itself -- the
set-theoretical definition of the concept of the set itself; the extension of the intension of the term '''set'''.
dlllKtlifl tot,lItv • 01 ~1(1~llrOtljf ~w:In!l1l! ..jWnlf"~II" m~rA'(n:I,rAI, inwlwd in II dia'Immi' mttA-,!(,rtm', I/'Illio-P,:anic fl:mporlll <x:'! P"'lf~".
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dialectical totalitv-theory. a dialectics' set t/ltW whose sets are concl'iv<.-d as rcpre5l"nting "'dildectiul tOUllities"', Le... '00/$', or "'[l1'Ieta-lorganic
systeIns"', gr;tsped ;;IS "'non-l"l.'ductionistic'" 'eventities', and as '''autocatalytic''', "'au!upuil-'tic"', '"sclf~rganiziog''' (and as l!VenlualJy 'self-4!Iorg;:uuzing:' / 'se\f-!!-organizing' / '''self-transcending''] 'self-construCbng cvcntities'.

dialectic of the set •

the impact. upun the orig:inaIly 'PII/'I'IU"tUMlln' and '"atomistic'''I'''rtdueti01list''' concept of the W. of the realiz.ltion
that tJv .~tt ora" sets, whose <lJlrC1tb,
is thefE!jl!!!:!J. ··ll7Iinrrslll s"'-' as the '.~et 0(411 obiects' mnstrudilk tIfll "ftmtr 1llUII~ offi"it,. oprm!tiom:, the
'set of ~ '9liicIl1 irrJividu41s' lor a given lIHiwrst ofdisCOllTSt, is the ftmdiunmtMl ilka-objed of ~l tMOTy itscll; is tI... ,;"f thton!tial1 4tfi"Won 0/ tJv
c01Iul'f of tN W ,tsdf; is i:hl' utnrsion of the iaUIf!iWPlof the term. -Hr, is also a ·'&>Iq!I4ariCllr", ·;.d.....Ju..r, lkftni'iomdly, 'essenu-Wly' selj-e/ulnging,
Of 'iM0-4~kinesic',sdf«mdhtbnr»-dilll«tiad "'i,w,-object'" or 'UIt~"tity', ill st1f-mopnnmt modeJable, Via the fuwrr Set EvollllL' ProthIcf olMfs,
as ~ ~ ...§. _ .§.(.§.) - .§.1 _ §,..... §,. u
The ;m..........., mlig...., or s"l(-critigue, of n!ductio"id/l'gmrp!idetm set theory ari!ulg from 1M
-nduc:tw All AbsIlTflum» ulf-refutatiO/'! of Its unpbat 'PlilT7ftnriJrtm l'os~llIU!' of 'uuo-swis·.
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dialectics • [for an extended definition of "'dialectics"', see the F.~.Q. "'Britl" entitled '1\ [BrieJ] Vt/i"itiOll o[Diulutics']: generically, (the
"1!!J!!l.» of] "'dilllectics'" l-'IIlbract:'S aU of IhnsoP. "'Cilt"S0riAI st1f-progrtlsi?!!$'" - whether "'historind-Jilll,.cticllr", "'SI{~U:nfiltjc-Jial(ctiCf!r",or
'mewvsrtptic-Jialectical' - which can be aptly, fillingly ch<uIzcttr-i7.ed as being species of 'qualo-Peanic Areht01lie ConseCJIIl/CJnfO"llI'.
Specifically, expressed 'meta-systematically':

"1- gs

~

.n--

•

(1) [
5]: "'Systematic Dialectics"', as a 'sub-«genos»' or "'species'" of '''dialectics'''-in-general,
embraces, as its own sub-species, all those "'categorialself-progrcssion'" methods of exposition/presentation,
or 'meta-organs-of-meta-organisms self-progression' methods of exposition/presentation, for the [typically
zenith-maturation-phase time-slice/-layer] n'sytlc1lrotlics"', or 'meta-anatomy'/'meta-physiology', of the
apparently stable-cydical self-reproduction of a given 'meta-organism', 'meta-organic-systemf[sub-]totality',
or '''[super-]system''', whose expositions/presentations can be 'character-ized', or expressed ideographically,
as 'qualo-Peanic Archeotlic Consecua/Cumula' descriptions of the "'synchronic"', or 'zenith diachronic
slice/layer/cross-section', 'meta-anatomy/,meta-physiology' of the expanded sell-reproduction of the given
'''[sub-]totality"', or "'[meta-lorganic system''', already known ·chaotically· to both 'Upresenter''' and
'presentees', in ways which abstract from the ever-present moment[um] of its post-zenith finality, and of its
continual, immanent, diachronically-pervasive tendency to 'self-dis-reproduction' / "'self-transformation'" /
sell-transcendence / '''meta-system transition'" [ef. Turchin]. ['synchronic dialectics'].

g2 - "ss.

(2) [
H): 'Historical Dialectics', as a 'sub-~genos",' or n'species'" of "'dialectics"'·in-generat
embraces, as its own sub-species, all of those '''categoriaJ self-progressiotl'" models/'[[meta-]super-]system
selj-progressiotl models of diachronic, historical processes, which can be fittingly character-ized and modeled
as 'qualo-Peanic, Meta-Finite, Meta-Fractal, Meta-Motladic, or «AufhebemVEvolute Archeonic
Conseeua/Cumula', punctuated by 'Meta-Evolutionary, Self-Bifurcation, 01ltological Self-Conversion
Singularity Meta-Dynamics' at the temporal boundaries between each "'ontological category'" ['onto'], or
'll[super-jsystem"'/"'[mela-]organic
system
rsub-]totality""
and
its
successor
"'otitological
category"'/"'[super-]systcrn"', in the 'diachronic meta-system' in which both inhere, {'diachronic dialectics'].

93 -

(3) [
9HS. M]: 'Meta-Systematic Dialectics', as a 'sub-«getlos»' or '"species''' of the 'super-species'
or «genos» of "'dialectics"'-in-general, embraces, as its own sub-species, all those "'categorial self-progression'"
l"'lsuper·]systems self-prof/ression'" models which aptly model both a diachronic sell-progression of
successor [super-]systcms as a 'qualo-Peanic, Meta-Finite, Meta-Fractal, Meta-Monadic, or
¥.Auflteben»/Evolute ArcJteo,lic Consecua/Cumula', and also the synchronic 'internities' of each successor
systeml"'sub--totality"'/'meta-organism' as a multi-scale 'superw-system' or 'subW-system' [w E W] of
holistically/transitorily self-reproducing [meta-]organs, and which, hence, as a whole, involves the
'diachroniro-synchronic' description/modeling of a 'meta-superw-system'. ['diachronico-synchronic dialectics'].

9. -

"HH.

(4) [
'P]: 'PsychleJo-Historical Dialectics', as 'sub-«genos»', or "'species"', of the 'super-species'
or ~genos» of "'dialectics'''-in-general,. embraces, as its own sub-species, all of those dialectical theories, or
models, which seek to account for the very concepts and theories employed in historically previous
theorizations/ideologies, that are ingredient in their own, 'pre-sent' theorizations/ideologies, as well as for
their own theorizations/ideologies, in terms of the historical, collective [memetic/'Phenomic'/social,
cOgnitive and affective] psychology, or 'psvcheology', of the human[oid] speciestPhenome' of which those
theories/ models form a part. ['psycheo-diachronic dialectics'].
Vtalrchcnlldt'ograplry
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dialector • the 'meta-geometrical' concept of a one-dimensional, '"directed''' or 'oriented' line-segment, or of
an "'oriented object'" of dimensionality other than one, used not for the representation of three-dimensional,
physical space, but for the modeling of dialectical catcgorial-self-progressions/systems-self-progressions,
that is, for the representation of (1) 'synchronic super-systems', of (2) 'diachronic meta-systems', as well as of
(3) 'diachronico-synchronic meta-super-systems'. Term applies also to the 'phono-mnemonic/ ideographic
symbols', Le., to the 'meta-numerals' and '[quanto-Jqualitative variables symbols' used to represent these
various 'meta-geomctrical'/'picto-graphical' ideas "'algebraically"', or 'character-istically'.
dialector analysis. a rules-system for 'dialectical-mathematical' analysis, involving '[quanto-]qualitative'
computation. which utilizes dialedors.
dialector calculus. a rules-system for 'dialectical-mathematical', '[quanto-Jqualitative' calculations, which
utilizes dialedors.
dialector cumulum. an ontologica11y inhomogeneous/heterogeneous sum of .a.-type dialectors, which
may be used to model an 'ontological cumulum', or 'ontology accumulation'.
dialector product. a rule for generalized, [quanto-]qualitative '''multiplication''', within a rules·system for
'dialectical-mathematical', '[quanto-]qualitative' calculation, in which the multiplier and/or the multiplicand
are dialectors.
dialector space • a mentally-envisioned, imagined, and mentally-eonstructed «locus», conceptual space,
or «arithmos» of locations/positions, not limited to a representation of three-dimensional physical space,
whose uses/transformations are ruled by a rules-system for 'dialectical-mathematical', '[quanto-]qualitative'
computations which involve dialedors, or whose positions or locations stand for individual dialectors.
dialector variables • a dialector-valued variable; a 'meta-algebraical' symbol, which may denote more
than one 'meta-arithmetical Iquanto-]qualitative' or "'ontological'" value I substitucnd.
«dialektikth~

• [Ancient Greek] the dialectic[al] artifice or art [«tech"e»]; the art, artifice, or technique of
dialectic(s); dialectical thought-/speech-technique; dialectical thought-/speech-technology; the «ornanon», or
'''instrument/tool of thought'", of dialectical reason, or «ventunft» [Hegel]; the «logik» or 'rules ofwhat/ollows
what' for the assertion of an initial/initiating '"(hypo]thesis"' precipitating/provoking/evoking/outering the
counter·assertion of a 'contTa·[hypo]thesis', in tum precipitating/provoking/evoking/outering/cnabling the
counter-counter-assertion of a 'uni[fying hypo]thesis', ....
diametrical. of, or pertaining to, the diameter of a circle as a geometrical "'idea-object"'. Also: 'diametral'.
diametrical opposition • full, fully-mature, fully-ripened, extreme, maximal, or complete oppOSition.
dianoesls • the characteristic thought-process, pattern, or "law"/ «logik» of the pre-/ sub-dialectical category
of reasoning known as «dianoia» [Plato], as "The Understa"dillg", and as «verstand» [Hegel].
dianoetic • like, 'meta-fractally similar to', or pertaining to the characteristic thought-process, pattern, or
"law"/«logik» of the pre-/sub-dialectical category of reasoning known as «dianoia» [Plato], as "The
Understanding", and as «verstand» [Hegel].
dianoia • the pre-/sub-dialectical category of reasoning known as
Understanding", and as «verstand» [Hegel].

«dianoia»

[Plato],

as "The

dichotomy. division into two parts, whether conceived as mutually-internal [as in 'auto-dichotomy';
'homeo-dichotomy'; 'self-dichotomy'; 'intra-dichotomy'; "intra-dichotomy'; 'endo-dichotomy'], or as mutuo.l1y
extemal [as in 'allo-dichotomy'; 'hetera-dichotomy'; 'other-dichotomy'; 'extra-dichotomy'; "extro-dichotomy';
'exo-dichotomy'].
dimension • 'non-quantitative' or III gua litative llt distinction, having some degree of freedom of partially
independent variation. or change- IIIautonomy"', in relation to other such '''dimensions'''.
Dia/utica/IJ,.ogfllp#nf

l'ostscript~
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dimensional. pertaining to, or having to do with, 'non-quantitative' or "'qualitative''' distinction.
dimensional analysis. a tradition, and 'rules-system', of implicit 'qwmto-qualilative IIIsyncope-ated'"
arithmetic' and of 'quanto-qualitative ·syncopated~ algebra/analysis', which developed wiLhin physics,
pioneered by James Oerk Maxwell, among others, and which rules computational operations with ·physical
[qualo-]quantities·, that is, with 'metrically-qualified quantifiers', or, equivalently, with 'quantified metrical
qualifiers', e.g., with "Sec.", as "syncope" of "seconds", for the qualitative units, or «monads», of the
"physical dimension" called "lime", with "gm.", as "syncope" of "grams", for the qualitative units. or
«monads», of the "phYSical dime'lsion" called "Mass", and with "em.", as "syncope" of "centimeters", for the
qualitative units, or «monads», of the "phYSical dimension" called ",bength", such that, e.g., 1 em. _ 1 em.,
but, on the contrary, such that 1 em. l1li 1 gm .... 1 sec., and indeed, such that 1 em. t 1 gm. t 1 sec.,
and, furthermore -- although 1 em.' < 2 em.' < 3 em.' <..., and 1 em. 2 < 2 em. 2 < 3 em. 2 < ..., and
3
1 em. 3 < 2 em. 3 < 3 em. <oo' -- such that, on the contrary, 1 em.' t 1 em. 2 t 1 em. 3 too., so that
the [qualitative] units or ~monads» of the ~aritltmos" of dimensional analysis fit the 'contra-Boolea,,' "'law'''
or 'rule of generalized self-multiplication' which we symbolize by
in the form of ~2 t ,K. Per the
standard a.I! 'metrical qualifier aSSignments, the 'de-syncopation' of the above 'in-equations' via dialectical
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dimensionalitv • the quality or condition shared by llolt-qumltitative or qualitative distinctions. The
quantity, or number, of dimensions, or of semi-autonomous qualitative distinctions, 'capacitating' a given space.
direction. orientation within a space - within a dimension or complex of dimensions; order of progression.
dualectical • f'intra-dual-ectical'; 'self-dual-ectical']: 'sided' synonym for the term 'dialectical', emphasizing
the 'crudality' of the concepts of 'immanent duality', 'intra-duality', or 'self-duality', as opposed to those of
mutually-external duality, 'uo-duality', or 'inter-duality, in theories of dialectics.
duality • diclJotoml/, "'external'" or "'internal"'.
duals. aspects, parts, or units/ .monads» of a totality, involved in a dichotomy.
dynamasis • the antonym of '"stasis''' in the F.g.Q. parlance.
dynamical geometry; dynamical space; rmeta-ldynamical state/control rmeta-lspace. any at/isotropic
"'abstract geometry"', or "'ahstract space/set''', formed as a mentally-envisioned/imagined, and mentallyconstructed ~locus», conceptual space, or totality/«arithmoslJ'> of locations/positions, not limited to a
representation of three-dimensional physical space, e.g., a space of dialeciors, a dialedor space, which is
conceived as being mutable, susceptible to changes, not only in its 8f1ow8 or 8vector field", but in its very
content! dimensionality, whether those changes are conceived of as being/becoming due to
internal/immanent causes/agenc[y][ies] within that space -- to self-operation or 'intra-operation' of the
space in question -- or as being/becoming due to external causcs/agenc[ylfies], e.g., to linter-operation' with
other spaces, outside that space, or as being/becoming due to both.
dynamic. a '"law''' or "pattern- of the [externally-induced] cJul1Ige and/or (internally-induced] self-change of a system.
dynamical-ness • the quality of a rmeta-]systemlfsub-]totalily of being [selt-]chang:jng, [other-}change-able, and
other-changing.
dynamical algebra • an algebra including -limit processes" grasped as "'finitary'" processes in a "'constructive'"
sense, since limits are "'constructible'" in procedures involving only finib!ly·many, 'algorithmetizcd', steps.
dynamical analytical geometry. the non-statical, time-varying analytical geometry of phase-spaces/statc-spaces.
dynamical arithmetic • an arithmetic incorporating known functions ·of time·, e.g., ·tilne-varying- known values.
V,alrdrcaIIJ"usruphy
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dynamical system • a system that changes, or is capable of change, self-induced and/or other-system(s}induced,
and/or of inducing change(s) in other systems.
dynamical systems theory. that field of modern, 'mathematico-sdella' which aims at the quantitative,
mathematical modeling of the dynamic of the Mevolution" of each dynamical system, typically formulating its "'evolution
equation'" in the language of "ordinary" differentinl equations, or "total-differmtinI M equations, as '(ontIa-distinct' from that of
"partinl-differential equarnm...", and typically using "'state-space geometry'" as the 'dYllamical analytical geometry'
corresponding to the 'dynamical arithmdic and 'dw,amical algebra' of the systems of differential equations that model
each dynamil:al system and its system dynamil:.
dynamlcity • dynamical-Pless.
dynamics • that field of modern, 'mathematico-sdence' which aims at the quantitative, mathematical modeling of
"time.varyin(' variables; of (ha~es in the "states" of system..<;, e.g., as driven/induced by the "action" of inlernal, or,
especially, of external "forces" . • The "attractors" or "asymptotically stable" state-space 'solution-geometries'
of ~ dynamical systems, known as "equilibrium solutions" or "fixed points" ('fixed states'] are analogous to
the terminating decimal representations/generations of Natural Numbers. The "attractors" or "asymptotically
stable" state-space 'solution-geometries' of some nonlinear dynamical systems, known as "asymptotically
periodic solutions" or "limit-cycle attractors" [asymptotic "attracting" 'fixed trajectories'] are analogous to the
potentially forever repeating decimal representations/generations of Rational Numbers. The "attractors" or
"asymptotically stable" state-space 'solution-geometries' of certain other nonlinear dynamical systems,
known as "asymptotically quasi-per/odic solutions" [asymptotic 'quasi-periodic trajectories'] are analogous to
the potentially non-terminating, never-repeating decimal representations/generations of algebraic irrational
numbers. The "attractors" or "asymptotically stable" state-space 'solution-geometries' of still other
nonlinear dynamical systems, known as "asymptotically .!-periodic solutions" [asymptotic aperiodic
trajectories'], and also sometimes as "strange attractors", are analogous to the potentially non-terminating,
never repeating decimal representations/generations of transcendental irrational numbers.•
«dynamis». [Ancient Greek]: power; energy [F.g.Q. connotations]: self-powering; also self-multiplied, or
'self-multiplying'; self-operating, self-operated, or self-operative, hence 'self-reflexive' and/or 'se/f-refluxive',
Le., 'auto-dynamica', or 'autokinesic' [see the later Platonic tradition of ancient Occidental philosophy], and
"'karmic'" [see the philosophical tradition of the ancient Orient]; [self-]squared [cf. Benoit Mandelbrot on the
Mandelbrot fractal set]; the self-function or self-operation of 'self-sguarlnq as ideographical syntax for
'intra-dualityfself-duality' as cause of 'dynamasis' - i.e., of both 'onto-dynamasis', and 'meta-dynamasis', or
'meta-systemasis' - the emergence of a successor system, and of its incremental 'neo-ontology', from out
of the 'intra-duality of its predecessor system, in a 'qualo-Peanic' - i.e., a dialectical-- self-progression.

dynamlzed • de-ParmclIideanized.
dvnamizes • de-Pannenideanius; powers or energizes. The verb which describes/characterizes that which
constitutes the "'energizing principle'" of a given 'eventity', [meta·[super-]]systent, or «arithmos».
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